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only to get the worth of their money, and ready to cavil on a
word and harp on a gesture, little deem that before their eyes
another and a far more fatal drama is being performed. But
there are other instances when the secret has ceased to be one;
when the knowledge of the terrific stake to be played has been
made "an incentive to increase the interest; when the life, the
death, or madness of a fellow-creature, his fearful struggle,
his last agony, his despairing effort to ^rekindle the expiring
ray, are used as attractive items in the playbill; when the vic-
tim himself makes a speculation of his tortures, sanctions this
fearful exposure of the most pitiful bereavement that can afflict
a God-forsaken creature, and counts in anticipation the gains.
Ay, all are bidden to the harrowing fete, all respond eager-
ly to the summons, for the spectacle is to be no common one
—a remnant of humanity, wearing still the outer semblance
of a man, while all within is vacancy; a being all once knew
so well, who knows himself no longer; whose friends, whose
children, whose very name are efiaced from the tablet of his
blurred and blotted memory. Yet this name he has forgotten
was once, to thousands of his admirers, suggestive of no sad-
ness. At its mention the merry laugh and droll jest again
resounded in the ear, melancholy took flight, wit and humor
reigned omnipotent.
This shattered idol, this defaced relic of the past, has inter-
vals when light pierces the darkness; when dethroned reason
for a brief space resumes her sway; when he fathoms the
abyss into which he has fallen; when he is conscious of what
is, remembers what was, and, worst of all, knows what must
be again—in a day—in an hour—anon—even, perhaps, while
he thinks of it. And this unfortunate has bethought himself
that another such gleam of intelligence may be taken advan-
tage of to secure to the rayless night of his old age physical
comforts that money alone can procure. He has but an hour,
an uncertain, fleeting hour; he will sell it to the world for
bread. Yesterday he was nameless, to-morrow he will again
be so, but to-night he will give the public the personification
of the wittiest, most sarcastic, most brilliant and fascinating
of his characters. Ay, he is right, too, in his anticipation of
peeaniary success. The alms ,the cold charity of the world

